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So far we have three equivalent structures
Voronoi diagrams
DelaunaytriangulationsLower convex hulls ofpoints on parabloid z Cx4yDk

There is a fourth
Recall liftingmap
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NowaddPduality
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The Voronoidiagram of P is the projection ofthe lower envelope of the planes 15

1123 Lower convex hull eP Upperenvelope
emptyhalfplanes duality highestplane

EEE.to offprojection IEEEguffprojection
paraboloid toparaboloid

1122 Delaunaytriangulation Voronoidiagram
empty circles duality nearestneighbor

What aboutpoints off theparaboloid
weightedVoronoi
weighted Delaunay

diagrams Laguerre power
triangulations regular coherent

What about the upperbullflowerenvelope
anti Voronoi anti Delaunay furthestpoint



Powerdiagrams
Think of a weightedpoint as a circle

t The99559 distance from a pointlay
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The powerdiagram of
a set of circles

partitions the planeby whichcircle has minimum powerdistance
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Dual weightedDelaunaytriangulationNotall sites are vertices

Equivalent of incircle test
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Is a outsidethe orthocircle Lift to points in 1123
of CtCzCz Cab r a b Etb r

WeightedDelaunaytriang Ion
projection of lower bull

Lift to planes in 1123
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Construct using same rand incr flip algorithm
with two minor changes

p is i site qrs
checkwhether is aboveairsbefore trisecting
If two adjacenttriangles

1 FEIEES ideninfsirgokn.EE
9 s delete the reflex vertex

The both of these cases we are

To ELISE powiat above the
q 5

Still worst case 0th time
expected 0cmlogs time

Anti Voronoiltonti Delaunay
partitions the planeby fuzes t site

Everytrianglehas a full circumcircle
Lift to points in 1123 la b Ca b aIED

Anti Delaunay projection of upper hull
Lift to planes in B2B La b Zs E axeby M 5

Anti Voronoi projection of upper envelope

Same algorithmagain but reverse sign
of all

incircle tests
Equivalently negate z cards and treat as
weighted Voronoi Delaunay



3Dconvexhu

Really all these are special cases of the
convex hull problem in 1123

We can recast the randomized incrementalalgorithm
as follows

start with any 4 points tearyEeriorpoir

Inset points in random order
Find a facet visible to pi
Facet intersectedbyTp
usinghistoryday
Ifpi Egidgfethatfacet

Connectpi to visible facet
Flip away nonconvex edges vertices

a 11 4
Everythingrelies on 3d orientation tests
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Same analysis 04 logos exp time

In higherdimensions
O Cn tog n NH'd exp time

ore types of flip
worst caseoutput size


